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Mr. ZA.YAIA ORTIZf Argentina(A/PV.1292, 7 December 1964, page l)/

"...We extend our best wishes for the early recovery of the Secretary-

General, U Thant, so that he may resume as soon as possible his diligent

and dedicated meditation in the task of preserving harmony among nations."

Mr. ARAM, Iran (A/PV.1292, 7 December 1964, page 15): "...In this

connexion I should like to pay tribute to our Secretary-General for

his constant endeavours, since he has assumed office, to resolve the

financial difficulties of the United Nations, thus maintaining the

Organization1s primary role of preserving peace,"

Mr. Ate KETEMA. YIFRU, Ethiopia(A/PV.i293, page 2l): "...The various crises

which have arisen since the last session of the Assembly may not as yet

have been resolved, but the timely containment of these situations

through the instrumentality of the United Nations and the dedicated

efforts of the Secretary-General are surely cause for gratification."

Mr. BEIAUMDE. Peru (A/IV.1293, pages 58~60): "...I would be remiss if

I were to hide the profound concern which imbues the minds of the friends

and of the Members of the United Nations at the crisis with which we are

confronted. The ideas outlined by our Secretary-General have provided

us with a temporary solution. The Secretary-General, by his noble

impartiality, by his ecumenical views, and by his human warmth embodies

the best in the United Nations, and I am sure that with these words I am

expressing the feelings of all, I trust,/tnat my words will be a message

of friendship to him at this moment when his health is Suffering, and

that they will help him to a speedy and complete recovery."

Mr. OSAKA.. Uganda (A/PV.1293, page 8?): "...In conclusion, I should like

to express my Government1s sincere gratitude and thanks to the Secretary-

General and all United Nations staff for the wonderful help rendered to

us in our attempts to grapple with so many of the problems that face us,"



Mr* COSTOPOUIflS. Greece (A/PV.1295, 8 December 1964, page 10):
n... It is now my pleasant duty to pay a tribute to the outstanding

personality of our Secretary-General who, in organizing the Force

sent to Cyrpus, guiding it at every step, appointing the two successive

mediators and his personal representatives in Cyprus and being the

inspiration and the driving force of the whole United Nations intervention

in the Cyprus affair, has acquired a new title to the esteem and

gratitude of all Member States. In his untiring devotion to his arduous

task, he has neglected his health and fallen ill; we sincerely wish him

a rapid and complete recovery,"

The PRESIDENT. (A/PV.1295, 8 December 1964, page 16): "... Before I call

on speakers who wish to exercise their right of reply, I have a short

statement to make.

A large number of delegations have expressed the wish that the

Assembly/consider sending a message of good wishes to our Secretary-

General U Thant. I understand there is agreement among the various

groups. Therefore, I have undertaken to prepare the following draft

letter which I shall sign and send to U Thant in the hospital:

'I have been asked to send you, on behalf of all the delegations
to the nineteenth session of the General Assembly, our combined
good wishes for your speedy recovery from your recent illness*

We all hope you will soon be able to take your place in our
midst so that we may be able to avail ourselves of your friendly
help and wise counsel.'

I am sure there is no objection to my sending this message to U. Thant."

Mr. MHG3EZ. Philippines, (A/PV. 1297, pages 29-30): "... Unless and until

a solution to this crisis is found, we are condemned to do our work in

an atmosphere of unreality. The extraordinary procedure which permitted

us to open and proceed with the present session we owe entirely to the

prudence of the Secretary-General and to the good will of the parties

principally involved,"



Mr. ROGERS-MRIGHT. Sierra Leone,(A/PV. 1303, pages 33-35): "... The

Secretary-General has again presented his annual report on the work

of the Organization covering the period from 16 June 1963 to 15 June

1964. For this conscientious and able performance we congratulate

our distinguished Secretary-General and his staff. Their work, and

that of the Organization over the past fourteen months, has not been

easy, but it has been remarkablej and even though we fell short of

some of our goals, we are satisfied that sufficient constructive work,

commensurate with our capabilities, has been done."

Mr. BQUBGUIBA. Tunisia, (A/PV.1305, 16 December 1964, page 3):

",.,, Allow me also to express the hope, as the Assembly has already

done, that our Secretary-General will very soon be able to return

to his place at our side and to resume his activities. He is greatly

missed,"

Mr. PETER, Hungary, (A/PV.1309, 21 December 1964, page ?): "...At this

particular nineteenth session of the General Assembly, it is entirely

impossible for me to close my statement on the United Nations without

commending the Secretary-General for his enduring good services. His

annual report presented to this session, and his efforts for an orderly

and effective functioning of this Organization, are most valuable. I

wish him good health and further successful activity."

Mr. ROKOTOMALAIA. Madagascar, (A/PV.1309, 21 December 1964, page 12):

"...I should also like to wish our Secretary-General a complete recovery^

The great emotion which the announcement of his illness aroused in the

world shows the importance of his role as well as the affection and

respect in which he is held,"

Lord CARADQM. United Kingdom (A/PV. 1316, page 16): "...I am sure that

every member of every delegation would also wish to pay deep and sincere

respects to the Secretary-General, whose statement yesterday emphasized

so clearly the seriousness of our situation. He commands the confidence

of us all. We were distressed that, carrying such a load of responsibility,

he should have fallen sick at a time when our deliberations and negotiations

reached a critical stage. In wishing him a full recovery to face the

greater strain of the future, we believe that the trust we place in him may
well be decisive in achieving an escape from our difficulties."



Mr. GALLIN-DOUATHE, Central African Republic,(A/PV. 13l6,page 36):

"...It is also a pleasure for me, Mr. President, to pay tribute to

the competence and skill of the diplomat whom you have succeeded, Ambassador

Sosa Rodriguez, and to our Secretary-General, U Thant, whom we are happy

to see back among us. My delegation wishes him complete restoration of

his health so that he may be enabled once again to put at the service of

our Organization his courage and devotion, which we all know so well."

Mr. CQULIBALY. Mali. (A/PV.1319, 22 January 1965, page l): "...However,

we are hopeful that, thanks to the constructive efforts of the Secretary<-

General and all those who are deeply attached to the United Nations as an

effective instrument of cooperation between peoples and a guarantor of

international morality and security, the present crisife, which is not only

paralysing the work of the Assembly but also threatens the very life of

the Organization, will be overcome.

I should also like to express once again my country's confidence in

the Secretary-General and to thank his associates, particularly those

participating in the Special Fund and Technical Assistance Board programmes

for the very useful work that they are doing with modesty and intelligence

in the developing countries,"

The PRESIDENT (A/PV.1319, 22 January 1965, page 1?): "...Before I adjourn

this meeting, I should like to say that today is the birthday of our

Secretary-General, U. Thant.

I judge from the applause that you wish me, on your behalf, on

the basis the non«-objection procedure, to wish Urn a happy birthday. It

is my hope that your birthday present will be an acceptance of every

compromise solution which he puts to you,"



Mr. BARNES. Liberia (A/PV.1329, pages 32-35): "... Your appeal, Mr.

President, to the representative of Albania not to insist on his

proposal reflects the position of my delegation and, I am sure, of

a numberof others in this Assembly. You and the Secretary-General

have worked strenuously to avoid a showdown that would have serious

repercussions for the United Nations, a body which many smaller

countries look upon as the gleaming crown of mankind's yearning for

peace and international co-operation* 1 believe that the Assembly

owes to both of you a great debt of gratitude for all that you have

done and all that you are striving to do to avoid a confrontation

here, I must say frankly that lesser men could not have done as well,"

Mr. ADEBO. Nigeria (A/PV.1329, page 51): "...In the course of these

labours «- and I am sure not unconnected with these labours — our

Secretary-General had to go into the hospital. The President of the

General Assembly addressed us and asked us to send him an expression

of our hopes that he would get well quickly. Everybody who had th«

opportunity of seeing the Secretary-General in the hospital came back

to report that he was not only fighting against the illness, he was also

fighting his doctors because he was very anxious to return to see what

could be done to help this Organization that we all love so intensely,"

(A/PV.1286, page 3): "... I also know that in

all my endeavours I can count on the wisdom, knowledge and assistance of

our Secretary-General, Let me here thank him for the magnificent work

he is doing. He is in firm control at the head of the Secretariat, where

his able lieutenants are giving of their best,"


